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ABSTRACT 
An O(N 2) algorithm for the solution of linear systems of equations with an 
N × N coefficient matrix the first K rows of which form a Vandermonde and the rest 
a L6wner matrix is developed. The algorithm is based on three-term recursion 
formulas. It is especially convenient in the case where K = N/2. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
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To introduce the matrices under consideration we associate with two 
given complex vectors 
w=[w, ] ,~_K+ ,, z :=[z , l ,~_K+,  (z,*zj forall i , j )  
the set of Vandermonde matrices 
i l - ln  
v,n(z)  := [zJl,  1 0j= 
as well as the set of LSwner matrices 
(1 ~</~<N, l<~n<.N) (1.1) 
l k _ i  n W -- 
z) .= -' wj (1 .<k .<K,  l<n .<N) .  (1.9,) 
Z_ i -- Zj i=0j=l  
A composed matrix consisting of two parts, one of the form (1.1) and the 
other of the form (1.2), such as 
Lk,,(w, z) (O<~l<N, 0~<k~<K, l<~n<.N), (1.3) 
is said to be a LSwner-Vandermonde matrix (with respect to w and z). Note 
that A °k is a k X n ISSwner matrix, while A~ is an 1 X n Vandermonde 
matrix. 
Linear systems of equations with LSwner-Vandermonde coefficient matri- 
ces occur, for example, when solving linear or nonlinear Cauchy singular 
integral equations by means of quadrature methods [14]. 
It is a well-known fact that Lfwner matrices arise in connection with 
interpolation by rational functions [4, 17] (in the same way as Hankel and 
Toeplitz matrices are connected with Pad~ approximations [1, 3]). As has 
already been shown in [16], rational interpolation with prescribed ifference 
of the numerator and the denominator degrees leads to Lb'wner- 
Vandermonde systems. 
Since the authors are especially familiar with Fiedler's and Pfftk's results 
concerning Hankel and LSwner matrices, the approach of the present paper 
heavily profits from their research [5, 6, 15]. 
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Given the set of parameters z and w, our main concern is to solve a 
linear system of equations with a LSwner-Vandermonde coefficient matrix 
A Lr (L  + K = N)  recursively with O(N 2) computational complexity. (For 
the special case 
w i= (0,  i>0 ,  
1, i~<0, 
of a Cauchy-Vandermonde system such algorithms were presented in [12].) 
To be more precise, we discuss possibilities of computing the solution y Lr of 
A Lr Lr=[  bL ] y b- (L + r = N) (1.4) 
successively by means of solutions ylk of 
(O<~l<<.L ,O<~k<~K, l+k=n,n=l ,2  . . . . .  N) .  
(1.5) 
Here b l is the vector of the first l components of b E, whereas b -k is the 
vector of the first k components of b - r .  Our approach is especially suitable 
if the problem of adding parameters to z and w occurs after or during the 
computation. 
Let us note that a special sequence of equations (1.5), which is convenient 
in the case where the Vandermonde part in A Lr is dominant (i.e. L >> K), 
has already been considered in [16]. More precisely, in [16] the systems with a 
Vandermonde coefficient matrix for n = l = 1, 2 . . . . .  N are solved first, and 
then the last rows are successively canceled and replaced by LSwner rows. 
The sequence of equations (1.5) we intend to consider here is especially 
suitable in case L is approximately equal to K. We assume that two solutions, 
with the superscripts (10, k 0) and (l 0, k 0 + 1) say, are precomputed. We 
propose to choose l0 = max{L - K, 0}, k 0 ~- max{K - L, 0}. Clearly, when 
L -- K this computation makes no problems, since the initial solutions are of 
small dimension. Otherwise, one should use existing experience in fast solving 
of (pure) Vandermonde or (pure) lSSwner systems (see, e.g., [7] and refer- 
ences therein, and [2, 11, 13, 16, 10]). 
Let us recall the following well-known fact in bordering a linear system: 
6OO 
Consider an arbitrary nonsingular 
extension An+ 1 of it, 
An+ 1 I Ancn ] := ( r~ C). 
~.n r 
Let x n ÷ 1 be a nontrivial solution of 
JAn cn]x n+l=0. 
Then the solutions yk (k = n, n + 1) of 
Aky k = [b i ]~ .  1 
satisfy the following recursion: 
yn+l=[ yn ] --[-•n Xn+l, 
where e n is a scalar. 
Consequently, we shall focus our attention on 
formulas for the homogeneous solution x Ik of 
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n × n matrix A~ and a nonsingular 
(1.6) 
developing recursion 
Ark tk = 0, (1.7) /+k+l  x 
where we assume that A~k+k is nonsingular for all (l, k) under consideration. 
In particular, we present hree-term recursion formulas of the following 
types: 
(l- l ,k),(l ,k) ~( l ,k+l )  
(l, k -1 ) , ( l ,  k) --) (1 + 1, k) 
(type 1), 
(type 2). 
This enables us to continue along two adjacent diagonals (staircase) in the 
(l, k) scheme, computing successively the solutions of (1.5) with the super- 
scripts (1, k) running through the set 
I = {(/o, k0),(10, k0 + 1) . . . . .  (l, k - 1),(1, k), 
(1 + 1, k ) , ( /+  1, k + 1) . . . . .  (L ,  K)} 
according to the scheme shown in Figure 1. 
(1.8) 
I. 
4t" 
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Here we use again the connection of the systems (1.7) to rational 
interpolation problems (see [16]), We recall the corresponding assertion in 
Section 2. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we present he new 
algorithm. The proofs of the recursion formulas as well as a discussion of the 
assumptions are contained in Section 4. 
The algorithm proposed here is unstable, in general, since it requires all 
submatrices A~k+ k [(/, k) ~ I] to be nonsingular. Hence it gives poor accuracy 
if one of these submatrices i ill conditioned. In order to come to stable 
algorithms one may try to explore the relation to rational interpolation or 
Newton-Pad~ approximation (see [8, 9] ). This will be done in a forthcoming 
paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
First of all let us adopt some notational conventions. Given two complex 
vectors 
w:= [Wi],N_K+I, Z:= [Zi],n__ l<+l (z~z j  forall i~j), 
we denote by lm(p) ( l~<m~<N, m <p <N or -K<p < 1) the row 
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vector 
Wp --  Wl  Wp --  W 2 Wp - -  W m 
lm(P) := Zp-Z  l ' zp -z  2 ' zp -z  m 
(2.1) 
Clearly, /N(p), -K  < p < 1, is just one of the rows of the l_/Swner matrix 
LKN(W, Z). Moreover, let g,(A), n ~< N, be the polynomials 
g, (x )  := l : I (x  - z,). (2.2) 
i=1 
Consider the isomorphism j r+ 1 between the linear set ?~ of all polynomials 
q()0 with deg q ~< n and the linear set C "+ 1 of all (n + 1)-vectors x = 
~,+1 given by~+l (x )  = q(A), XiJi= 1 
n+l  g.+ I(A) 
q(A) -- E : :T ,  x,, (2.a) i=1 
which we designate as follows: 
F+o:q(X) .  
n+l 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose x ~ q( A). 
(a) [0 ] n+2 Then ~ q(A)(A - z,+2). 
(b) Let O<~k <Kanddegq <n.  Then 
ln+ln+l 
[(zj - z_k)Xjl~=: ,~ q(X)(A - z_x).  
(c) Let Yi :=x i / ( z i - z ,+2)  for  i = 1,2 . . . .  ,n  + 1 
-Y' .~=lxj / (z j  - z,+2). Then 
~n+2 n+2 
[y , l , : l  ~" q(X). 
and y,+~ := 
Proof. Assertion (a) is obvious. 
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n+l  
E Xj =0,  
j= l  
(b) follows directly from the equality 
=g.+, (x )  x ,l + . 
j - i t  A-zj 
To prove (c) it remains to observe that 
q(A) = A-z ,+ z j= l  A- -z j  
[~ l  xj 1 
[ j= l  2;j -- Zn+ 2 A -- Zj 
1 n+ 1 Xj ] 
E A -- Zn+ 2 j=l Zj -- Zn+ 2 ] 
Now we consider the kernel of any matrix A~, l < m < N, and describe 
Am). which polynomials belong to its image Jm(ker Ik 
THEOREM 2.1 [16]. Let I < m < N. The vector x lkm = [ X~tkmlmj~ 1 belongs 
to the kernel of A~ if and only if the polynomial 
Qlmk( A) :=Jm( xlkm)( = j= l  ~ grn( A) x~km Z-]j (2.4) 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) deg p~m <~ m -- 1 -- l. 
(ii) There is a polynomial Pmlk(A), deg p tk ~< m - 1, such that 
w ,Q~(  z,) - plmk( Zi) =0 for all 1 -  k <~ i < m. 
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REMARK 2.1. Theorem 2.1 implies that, if p,~k exists, it is of the form 
j=l  A - zj 
i.e., P~tk(A) lkm m = Jm([ Wj Xj ]j = ~). 
In the following our interest is concentrated on the case of n × n and 
n × (n + 1) ISSwner-Vandermonde matrices, n = 1 + k. In these cases we 
will use the following simplification of the notation introduced above: 
Atk .'= A~, /fl~ := A~n+~. (2.6) 
Theorem 2.1 will also be used only in the case m = n + 1, so that we can 
briefly write 
xlk := Xl'k'n+l, Qtk(A) := Q/nk+ I(A), P/k(A) := P~'+l(lk A). (2.7) 
We call the problem of determination of Qlk and plk satisfying (i), (ii) the 
(l, k) interpolation problem. 
Note that for m = n + 1 the bounds of the degrees are 
and that 
deg QZk ~< k, deg plk ~< n 
dim ker/~tk = dim J ,  + l(ker 2~ tk ). 
Moreover, if Atk is nonsingular, then the ( l ,k)  interpolation problem is 
uniquely solvable up to a scalar multiple, 
dim ~ ÷ l(ker A "Tk ) = dim ker ~tk = 1. (2.8) 
Our main objective is to solve Equation (1.4), where now A i  r = A Lr, 
b L = [b,],~ 1, b -K = [b_,l,~__-01. 
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We assume that for all (l, k) E I 
(A1) A zk is nonsingular, 
(A2) kerA lk (3 ker ln+l (n  + 2) = {0}, n = l + k. 
To compute the solution yL~ of (1.4), we want to apply the recurrence 
formula (1.6). This requires us to determine a solution of the homogeneous 
equation 
Alkx lk = 0 for all (l, k) ~ I. 
To this aim we will develop three-term recurrences of the following two 
types. 
Type 1. Suppose that vectors x t-l 'k ~ ker ~l- l ,k and x lk ~ ker ~zk are 
precomputed. Compute a vector x l, k + 1 ~ ker ~z, k + 1. Suppose that, in addi- 
tion, the solution yZk of (1.5) is known, and compute the solution yl, k+l of 
(3.1) 
= b-k -1  = [b_ i ]~_  0. where b t [b~]~= 1, 
Type 2. Suppose that vectors x l' k- 1 E ker ~l, k- 1 and x lk ~ ker/~lk are 
l+1 k precomputed. Compute a vector x ' ~ ker ~t+ 2, k. Suppose that, in addi- 
lk tion, the solution y of(1.5) is known, and compute the solution yZ+l,k of 
Al+ l ' ky  l+ l'k ..~- [ b/+l], (3.2) 
where b l+1 = L~iJ,=0,r/~ lt+l b-k = [b_i]/k_-l. 
Remembering the (l, k) scheme in Figure 1, we shall designate the 
three-term recursions of 
typelby----] and type2by L. 
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To present the corresponding recursion formulas we need the following 
numbers: 
:= l l+k+l(l aZk +k  +2)x  lk, 
/3Zk := l l+k+l ( -k )x  tk, 
Tlk := ll+k+l( l + k + 3) x lk, 
l+k+l  
/~Zk ~ t Ik :=  Zj Xj , 
j= l  
:=  l l+k ~lk ( --k)Y lk, 
l+k 
f~lk E 1 lk := zj yj , 
j= l  
where x tk = [xJk]~+__~ +', ytk = [yJk]~+__~. It is easily seen that 
(1) /31k ~= 0 if and only if A t'k+l is nonsingular, 
(2) trtk ~= 0 if and only if ker A lk f3 ker/"+X(n + 2) ~ {0}, n = l + k, 
(3) /~lk ~ 0 if and only if A t+ 1, k is nonsingular. 
Thus, assuming (A1) and (A2) hold, we may consider the following recur- 
sions. 
Type 1. (l - 1, k), (l, k) -o (l, k + 1) -'-~. Introduce the vectors 
~l~ [,~lk 1- +1 ,~lk ^zkl n+l Zlk lkln+2 
= J j= l ,  = [X j  l j= l  , = [~ i  1 i=1 
as follows: 
~lk := [ x l - l ' k  ] ~l- l 'kx lk  (3.3) 
0 131k " 
0 Otlk ' 
n + i Z~ k zl k Zj -- •-k ^lk := xj ( j=  1,2 . . . . .  n+ 1), z,+2'~ :-- - ]~ . (3.5) J Zj ~ Zn+ 2 j= l  
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Then 
XI, k+l = 
(3.6) 
and 
Elk -- b_k xlk. 
[31k (3.7) 
Type 2. (1, k -  1) , ( l , k )~( l+  1, k) [--,. 
vector with the components 
~lk 
~lk lk 
n+l  :=  - -~ l ,k - lZn+lXn+l  ; 
Let ~lk r ~ ln+l  =tx j J )= l  be the 
( j  = 1,2 . . . . .  n),  (3.8) 
let 7/t k be the number 
7/i k := /n+l(n + 2)~/k. 
Then x l+ L k = [xJ+ 1, k]~+/2 can be recurrently determined as follows: 
- 
xj = ( j=  1,2 . . . . .  n+ 1), 
Zj -- 2~n+ 2
n+l  
x l+ l ,k  l+l,k 
n+2 = --  E Xj 
j= l  
(3 .9 )  
Moreover, 
yl+l 'k  = [Ylokl ~lk -- bl+lxlk~lk (3.10) 
Finally, let us describe the algorithm: 
Input: lo, ko, x lo,ko, x lo,ko-1, yto+l,ko 
l := 10; k := ko; 
repeat 
compute x l+l'k from x l'k-1 and x lk via (3.8), (3.9); 
/ := /+ 1; k :=k+ 1; 
compute ytk from x z'k-1 and yt, k-1 via (3.7); 
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ff l < L then 
begin 
compute x zk from x t'k-I and x t- l 'k-1 via (3.3)-(3.6); 
compute yl+l,k from x lk and ytk via (3.10); 
end; 
until k < K; 
Output: y L r 
4. PROOFS OF THE RECURSION FORMULAS 
The following assertions are obvious in view of the formulas (2.4) and 
(2.5) fo rm=l+k + 1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x zk ~ ker/{tk and let Qtk(A) ~n and P/k(A) ~,  
( n = 1 + k) be polynomials olving the (1, k) interpolation problem. Then 
(1) one has 
n+l 
~,, w"+2 - WJ x(k = w,+zplk(  z,+2) -- ptk( z,+2). 
j= l  2;n+2 gj J 
(4.1) 
(2) one has 
,+1 1 Qlk(Z_k) 
E - -  k = 
j= l  Z -k  - -  Z j  gn+l (Z_k)  
(4.2) 
n+ 1 lk n (3) I~_ 1 w~x~ is the coet~cient of A in Plk(A); 
j - .t JJ k J lk 
(4) ~lk is t~e coefficient of ;~ in Q ()t), and the equality in deg Qtk ~ k 
holds if and only if the matrix A t+ 1, k is nonsingular. 
THEOaEM 4.1. Let assumptions (A1) and (A2) be satisfied, and let 
x l'k+l be defined by (3.6). Then 
xZ, k+l ~ ker/ (  l,k+l. 
Proof. To prove that the vector x l ' k+ l  defined by (3.3)-(3.6) is a 
solution of A~ l'k+lxt' k+l = 0 we use the isomorphism between vectors and 
polynomials introduced in Section 2, x zk n +.>l Qtk ( h ) and x l- 1, k ~ Qt- l, k(A). 
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Then, by Lemma 2.1(a), 
[ ?¢l - l 'k]n+lQl- l 'k( l~)( j~ Zn+l) 0 
and it is easily established that 
~lk n+ l 
Q/k(A) := p/ - l ,k (A) (A  -- z,,+l ) 
E1- 
E l[k Qtk(A) (4.3) 
and 
^lkn+l~lk(t~) p/ -  1, k( ~)(/~ Zn+l ) ~l- l ,k X <-"} := -- 
Ollk 
__Qtk(A) .  (4.4) 
Similarly, we define 
P~k(:t) := e~- , ,k (a ) (x  - ,~,,+,) El-1,k plk( A) ' 
Etk 
~lk( /~) := e l - l , k (  t~)( l ~ _ Zn+l ) ~/1-1,k elk( g~), 
Ollk 
where elk, pZ-1, k are such that Qlk, ptk solve the (/, k) interpolation prob- 
lem and Ql-l,k, pl-l,k the ( l -  1, k) interpolation problem. The scalars 
Eit- l, k/Elk and Tl 1, k/OZtk are defined in such a way that 
w_~0~k(~ k) - ~(~ ~) = 0 
and 
Wn+20~k(Z,,+2) f lk(  - z , ,+2)  =0 
[coml~are (4.1)]. Taking Lemma 4.1(4) into account, we ~et deg Otk = k + 1, 
deg~) tk = k + 1. Moreover, the leading coefficient of Qtk(A) is equal to that 
of Qlk(A), and clearly, deg ~lk <.~ n, deg/~tk ~< n. Using Lemma 2.1(a), (b), 
and (c), we have 
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Finally, 
x l'k+i n+~-~2Ql'k+i()t) := Olk(A) (A - -Zn+2)  -- O lk ( ) t ) (A - -  Z_k). (4.5) 
Since, obviously, the coefficient of A k+z in the polynomial QZ'k+~(A) van- 
ishes, we get deg Q~' k + 1 ~< k + 1. Defining 
pl, k+l (  }~) :~ ~lk(  }~)( t ~ -- 2;n+2) --  ~Ik(  }t)( } ~ -- E_k)  
we establish that Ql, k+l, pt, k+l solve the (l, k + 1) interpolation problem. 
Taking Theorem 2.1 into account, this proves that xl' k + 1 ~ ker P~' k + 1. • 
THEOREM 4.2. Let assumptions (A1) and (A2) be satisfied, and let 
xl+l,k r /+1 k in+?  = tx i ' .= be defined by (3.9). Then 
xl+l, k ~ ker~ l+l,k 
Proof. Using again the isomorphism between vectors and polynomials 
introduced in Section 2, we see that 
xlk [ lk]n+ln+lQlk()t)  
= txj l j=l 
xt, k_ i [ x/,k_l], n pl ,  = , - ,
t J j j=l 
From l_~mma 2.1 it becomes clear that 
lk ln+ln+l  Ik" " [ZjXj ]j=l ~ hp  (h) ,  
u ~ Ql'k-l( A)( A -- z_k+l),  
and 
n . '=  [ (z j  - z " -k+l ]  j ]3=1 , 
[0]  n+IQZ'k - I (A ) (A -  z_k+l ) (A -  Z,+l). 
- l k ( j=  1 . . . . .  n+ 1) Thus, denoting by £zk the vector with the components xj
defined by (3.8), we establish that 
'l~n+lplk(t~) ~ikpl, k- l (A)(A -- z_k+l)(A -- Z,+l) -- 81. k_lAplk(A). 
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Since, due to Lemma 4.1(4), the coefficient of ~Jtk(A) at A k+l is equal to 
zero, we get deg~JZk ~< k. Let Pt'k-l(A), PZk(A) be such that 
Q/'k-I(A), Pl'k-l(A) solve the ( l , k -  1) interpolation problem and 
QZk(A), eZk(A) solve the (l, k) interpolation problem, and let 
t;z (x) := - z_k÷l ) (Z  - z .+ l )  + lXe k( ). 
Then we observe that deg/~lk< n + 1 and wi~)tk(z i ) -  fflk(z i) = 0 for 
-k  + 1 ~<i ~<n + 1. Now it is clear that 
:~lk -- ,rllk xlk n +~l Ql+ l, := Ollk k( l~) Ollk(~lk( l~) -- "Qlkplk( ~) (4 .6 )  
and 
xl+ l,k n+~..~2Ql+l,k( }k) 
[due to Lemma 2.1(c)]. In view of Lemma 4.1(1), it follows that the numbers 
Ollk and ~hk are such that Qt+I'k(A) together with 
el+l,k(  ~) := Ollkelk( t~.) -- ~lkelk(gll,) 
satisfy 
wiQl+l 'k(z,)  - Pl+l'k(zi) = 0 ( -k  + 1 ~< i ~< n + 2). 
Since deg Qt+l,k ~< k and deg pt+l.k ~< n + 1, we state that 
Q/+I'k(A), pl+l'k(h.) solve the (l + 1, k) interpolation problem. Applying 
Theorem 2.1, it becomes clear that xl+l'k ~ kerA l+l'k, and the proof is 
complete. • 
Assuming (A1) and (A2), we have shown that the successively computed 
vectors x zk, (1, k) ~ I, are indeed homogeneous solutions. But it remains to 
show that they are nontrivial. We are going to discuss this problem in 
connection with the question whether assumptions (A1) and (A2) are neces- 
sary or not. 
The necessity of (A1) follows already from the application of the recur- 
rence relation (1.6) in each step; (A1) ensures that all the successively 
considered equations are uniquely solvable. It will turn out that, if assumption 
(A2) is violated, the simple three-term recursions of type 1 and type 2 cannot 
be applied in general. 
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Let us start the discussion with presenting two different conditions on the 
kernels, which are equivalent o (A2), but each of which indicates the 
existence of a "singular" point in the (l, k) table of the interpolation problem. 
Hereafter we always denote by x tk an element of ker p~lk, by Qlk(A) the 
polynomial ~+ l(xlk), and by plk(A) the polynomial which together with 
Qtk(A) solves the (l, k) interpolation problem (0 ~< l ~< L, 0 ~< k ~< K). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 0 ~ 1 <~ L, 0 <~ k <~ K, n = l + k. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) ker/~ lk N kerln+l(n + 2) # {0}. 
(2) ker ~l+l,k N ker[w 1 . . . . .  Wn+2 ] ~S {0}. 
(3) ker ~l,k+l N ker[1/(z_ k - z 1) . . . . .  1 / ( z_  k - zn+2)] # {0}. 
(4) The (l, k) interpolation problem has a solution QZk(A), Plk(A) which 
also satisfies the interpolation condition 
w.+2Qlk( Zn+2) -- v lk(  Zn+2) = O. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the following two assertions are equivalent to 
(4): 
(2') The (l + 1, k) interpolation problem has a solution which satisfies 
deg pl+~,k < n + 1. 
(3') The (1, k + 1) interpolation problem has a solution which satisfies 
pl, k+t(z_~) = 0 [= el, k+l( Z_k)] .  
Indeed, if (4) is satisfied, we can put 
p/+l ,k(h ) := p/k(A), 
and 
9/,k+l(A) :=ptk(A) (A -z  k) , 
Vice versa, if (2') holds we define 
ptk(h) := p/+l ,k(h) ,  
:=  
pl 'k+l(  }k) := plk( l~)( ~ -- Z_k).  
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and if (3') holds we put 
Qtk(A)  := A-z_  k ' e lk (A)  := A - z  k 
Since (2') is by Lemma 4.1(3) just the reformulation of (2) in "polynomial 
language," the equivalence (4) ,~ (2) is shown. Moreover, (1) ,~ (4) follows 
directly from Lemma 4.1(1). Finally, taking Lemma 4.1(2) into account, we 
observe that (3) • (3'), and the proof is complete. • 
THEOREM 4.3. Let Atk and A t, k ÷ 1 be nonsingular, n = l + k. Then" the 
following assertions are equivalent 
(1) kerA l-l'k (3 ker/~(n + 1) = {0}. 
(2) The polynomials Ql-1, k(A ) and Qlk(A) are linearly independent. 
I f ( l )  or (2) holds and, moreover, ker ,~lk ¢3 ker l"+l(n + 2) = {0}, then the 
type 1 recursion ~ (Equation (3.6)) can be applied to produce a nonzero 
solution x z, k + 1. 
Proof. First of all let us show the equivalence of (1) and (2). Let x l- 1, k 
be a nontrivial element of ker A "/- 1, k N ker l"(n + 1). Then the correspond- 
ing polynomial QI-I'k(A) (~ xl-l"k), together with pI-I'k(A), solves the 
(l, k) interpolation problem [compare Lemma 4.1(1)]. In view of (2.8) this 
tells us that QZk(A) and {)t- 1, k(A ) are linearly dependent. Conversely, if the 
polynomials QZk(A) and Q1-1, k(A ) are linearly dependent, then the corre- 
sponding vector x l-l"k ~ ker ~l-l,k satisfies In(n + 1)x l - l 'k  = O. 
Clearly, if ker ~lk (~ ker l ,+ l (n  + 2) = {0}, then alk is nonzero, and we 
can apply the type 1 recursion. Now let us show that if (2) is satisfied, then 
xl' k + 1 defined by (3.6) is nonzero. Suppose that xt' k + 1 = 0, then also 
Ql'k+l(A) ~ 0, which means, due to (4.3)-(4.5), that 
( - zn+2) (  - 
= [/3(A - z,+2) + T(A - z_k)]Qlk(A), (4.7) 
where 
~l-l,k ~l-l,k 
/3 := ~ ,  3,:= 
[31k Ollk 
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Now, we have 
(i) Qtk(z.+ 1) = 0 or 
(ii) /3(z.+ 1 - Zn+ z) + T(Z.+ 1 -- Z_ k) = 0. 
By Lemma 2.1(a) it is clear that (i) contradicts the nonsingularity of A tk, 
since in this case the last component of x tk has to be zero. Thus,-(ii) is true, 
and in view of (4.7) we obtain that Ql-l 'k(A) and Qlk(A) are linearly 
dependent. • 
THEOREM 4.4. Let Atk and A t+ 1, k be nonsingular, n = l + k. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) ker ~z, k-1 f3 ker l"(n + 1) = {0}. 
(2) The polynomials pt, k- I(A ) (A - z_ k + 1), P lk(A) are linearly indepen- 
dent. 
I f  (1) or (2) is valid and, moreover, ker ~zk f3 ker / "+i (n  + 2) = {0}, then 
the type 2 recursion L (Equation (3.9)) can be applied to produce a nonzero 
solution x z+ ~' k. 
Proof. We show the equivalence of (1) and (2). 
(1) =* (2): Assume Qlk(A) and QI'k-I(A)(A -- z_k+ l) are linearly de- 
pendent. Then 
0 = Q'k(z_k+l) = W_k+lQ lk (z_k+l )  ---- v lk (z_k+l ) .  
Thus, the pair (~/k(/~), fflk(}L) with 
Qlk( A ) /~lk(A) : = Plk( A ) 
Otk(X) := x -  z~+~'  X -  z-k÷1 
solves the (l, k - 1) interpolation problem, and in addition 
Wn+ lp lk(  7~n+ l) -- fflk( Zn+ l) = O. 
Defining the vector ~7 lk by ~tk ~ ~)lk(~) and taking Lemma 4.1(1) into 
account, we observe that ~Ik is a nontrivial element of the intersection of 
ker ~l, k- 1 and ker ln(n + 1). 
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(2) =, (1): Let x t' k- 1 be a nontrivial element o fker  ~z, k- 1 t3 ker l"(n + 
1). Then the pair 
Ql, k - l (A ) (  A -- Z k+l)  ,P l ' k - l (A ) (A  -- Z_k+l) 
solves the (l, k) interpolation problem, which means due to (2.8) that 
Qt, k- l(A)( A _ z k + 1) and Qlk(A) are linearly dependent. 
Recall that in case kerA  Zk (3 ker ln+l (n  + 2) = {0}, we have ark ~ 0, 
and the type 2 recursion can be realized. It remains to show that if (1) or (2) 
is satisfied then x z+ 1, k defined by (3.9) is nonzero. Suppose x l+ 1, k = 0; then 
also QZ+ 1,k(A ) ___ 0 which due to (4.6) is equivalent to 
cQt 'k - l (A ) (A  - Z_k+l ) (~ -- Zn+l) = (a)k + b)Qtk(A), (4.8) 
where c :=  ~lk, a := ~t, k- l ,  b := */lk//czZk. Since Stk = 0 contradicts the 
nonsingularity of A t+ 1, k, the polynomials on both sides of the equality (4.8) 
are nontrivial. Thus, we have 
(i) Qtk(z,~+ 1) = 0 or 
(ii) aZn+ 1 + b = O. 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we conclude that (ii) has to be true, which 
means that Qt. k- l (h ) (A - z_ k + 1) and Qlk(h) are linearly independent. • 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let (A1) and (A2) be satisfied. Then the recursions of 
type 1 and type 2, alternatingly applied, successively produce nonzero 
elements of the kernel of z{ tk for all (l, k) ~ ! (compare Fig. 1). 
FINAL REMARK. Suppose that for a fixed (/, k) ~ I we have 
kerA  tk (3 ker l "+ l (n  + 2) = {0}, n = l + k, (4.9) 
which evidently means that Qtk(Zn+ 2) = 0. For sake of definiteness assume 
that this pair (l, k) appears in the type 1 recursion (l, k - 1), (l, k) ---, (l, k + 
1) ---1. Then the next type 2 three-term recursion (l, k), (l, k + 1) ~ (l + 
1, k -~ 1) may fail in view of Theorem 4.4, since 
Qt, k+l(h)  = Qlk(A) (A  -- Z_k) ,  e l ' k+ l (A)  = e lk (A) (A  - Z_k ) .  
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However, if Qtk(zn+ 3) = 0 again, then we can go on with 
Q l+ l .k+l (x  ) = Qtk(X)(A - z_k) , 
Ql+l,k+2( )t) = Qlk( A)( A -- Z_k)( }l -- ;Z_k+l); 
Pt+l 'k+l (A)  = Ptk( A)( A - z_k),  
= etk (a ) (a  - z k ) (x  - 
and so on, until a point zn+ p, 3 <~ p <~ N - n, appears such that 
QZk(z.+p) ÷ 0. 
Then we can neither continue in such a way nor go back to our algorithm. 
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